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MHS Prefab Aluminum
Framing
MHS Building Systems delivers the turn
key solution for sustainable living. We are
revolutionizing the pre-fabricated building
industry with the use of a patented
system called MHS Building technology,
the world’s first load bearing modular
aluminum structural building system.
We offer a superior green lifestyle through
integration of design principle and
renewable technologies. MHS structure is
fully recyclable, re-locatable with a
minimal residual human footprint. We
offer living solutions that are easily
adaptable for any architectural application
with the use of MHS modular components
that are precisely built & assembled on
site.
The unique simplicity and flexibility of this
structure truly allows it to sit lightly on
land and adapt to the nature of its
environment as an optimal example of
sustainability.
M H S B u i l d i n g S y s t e m s and MHS
fabricator licensee of MHS Prefab
Aluminum Framing
now are available to discuss your next
sustainable project, and provide
consulting, design & construction
services.
MHS Building Systems
innovative construction options allow
nearly endless design and configuration
possibilities, limited only to what the
imagination can create. Its solutions allow
any newly designed home, office or
structure to position perfectly on the site
of choice, while maximizing views,
sunlight, natural features.

M H S B u i l d i n g S y s t e m s advanced
and innovative designs have been
specially created to produce an intelligent
synthesis of Modernist style, eco-friendly
technology. It offers design concepts to
accommodate an array of sites, locations
and lifestyle needs.
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freedom to choose and use materials in
ways no other structure or builder can.

Design Process

M H S B u i l d i n g S y s t e m 's products
are designed and built using only state of
the art, efficient, high-tech components
and finely collaborating them for a perfect
fit. It's M H S B u i l d i n g S y s t e m 's
objective to use materials in a way that
celebrate their natural essence.
Virtually everything in a MHS prefab
building structure is mechanically
attached, rather than relying on even
more traditional methods such as nails,
and adhesives. It also offers much of the
latest in recycled materials to enhance the
sustainability and overall value of its
building structures. This system offers
MHS prefab homes and its customers, the

Every project begins with a thorough site
analysis. Site analysis topics include
climate, solar orientation, sun path,
prevailing winds, soils, site context,
vicinity context and zoning requirements
Once this is completed and we know what
your needs are, we are ready to design.
The design integrates all of what we have
learned from site analysis. The design
phase is explored through sketching,
computer modeling and physical
modeling.
Once we have a presentable package we
meet with you to discuss our design. It is
very important to us to have a close
design relationship with you, so we will
meet with you as many times as
necessary until we have a design that
meets every one of your expectations.
At this stage we are able to provide you a
cost estimate for your final review before
start calculation and analysis of structure.
After the design phase is completed MHS
SYSTEMS moves into the structural
engineering calculation through one of our
MHS engineers and prepare technical
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drawings and shop drawing including
framing and foundation.
Next step submittal of architectural and
engineering documents to the city official
for building permit. Once these drawings
are approved by the appropriate agencies
construction can begin.

Building Systems a California corporation.,
and is the most powerfully collaborated
building system being recognized around
the world, today.

After the permit phase is completed
project moves into the construction
documentation phase. Construction
agreement will be arrange by one of our
MHS fabricator licensee in your area.
We pride ourselves in being an active part
of the construction phase. We work
closely with the building contractors,
assembler to ensure clarity of the
proposed design, and we are always on
hand to answer questions and available to
lend a helping hand. Our goal is to design
and build a sustainable MHS home that
everyone can be proud of.

Overview
M H S B u i l d i n g S y s t e m s is a
group of international companies
revolutionizing the residential light
building industry by introducing the
world’s first and only aluminum, light
frame, structural building systems.
This,100% recyclable and renewable
building system developed by MHS

Through creative concept, design and
execution, MHS is quickly becoming a
leading contender in modern prefabricated
building and green technology. And, it's
MHS objective in this document, to not
just take you through what could be, but
rather take you through what already is.
Through the course of this document,
MHS will also lead through an introduction
to the building industry, define many of its
most commonly recognized terms, as it
pertains to this business plan, as well as
introduce to you many of the industries’
most recent technologies and
breakthroughs.
.
A True Green architecture
The Modular Housing System (MHS) was
developed by Tim Siahatgar, founder of
MHS Building Systems
This system is composed of MHS
prefabricated aluminum structural
members connected by a patented,
quickly-connect bolt and clamp
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technology. Typically it is designed to be
used with SIPs or other panels which fit
within the unique channel configurations
of the MHS aluminum framing members.
Siahatgar notes that the growth of
aluminum industry, advanced extrusion
machinery, the characteristic and
properties of aluminum as a material have
led to evolutionary and innovative
changes in building techniques,
architectural and engineering projects.
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MHS Prefab Aluminum Framing
Is equivalent to the conventional post &
beam design where the structural lumber
or I beam steel is replaced with MHS
Aluminum posts and beams. MHS
Aluminum Framing System features an
interlocking bolting system, modular gridtype construction built on a 4-foot center.

is modern floor layout and interior design
flexibility. Unlike wood, MHS Prefab
Aluminum Framing won’t shrink, rot,
warp, buckle split, or be attacked by
insects. This eco friendly system also
saves a lot of trees. MHS homes result in
Greater durability, sustainable design, and
higher energy efficiency.

Aluminum column Post & Beam members
bolt together, while integrating with infill
insulated panels for walls, roofs, and
floors. Pre-engineered MHS Aluminum
Framing post and beam could be
supported with MHS tested shear wall and
diaphragms. Almost any architectural
design can be built with this brand new
method of construction and its
prefabricated components.
The MHS Aluminum Post and Beam
Framing can remain exposed to the
interior and exterior of the building or
covered with any enclosure building
systems. MHS Prefab Aluminum
Framing structures exhibit a strength and
modernist aesthetic quality that’s not
found in any other conventional framed
houses. MHS Prefab Aluminum
Framing is extruded by ASTM standards,
precut, and fabricated at the factory.
The structural members and accessories
are then sent to the construction site
based on the project shop drawings and
assembly manual where they can be
quickly assembled by a contractor’s crew,
without using heavy equipment.
A Home built with this method can be
single-story, two-story, and even tri-level
with shear walls. Unlike conventional
wood stick framed homes that require
interior walls to support the roof, MHS
Prefab Aluminum Framing home allows
for modular span, open walls with less
material and saves a lot of space. No dead
space is found in MHS homes. The result

A Green scene of MHS eco-house:
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Modular Design
Standard Components
Reusable Structure
Renewable Structure
Re-locatable Structure
Recyclable Structure
Lightweight framing
Standard Post and beam structure
Functional living space
Mold, warping, and termites free
Water efficiency
Waste recycling system
Rain collectors
Solar energy panels
High-efficiency air conditioning,
SIP walls, floor, and roofs insulation
Higher R values
Recycled exterior, interior finishing
High-efficiency toilets
Interior organic paints
Corrosion free
Simple assembly and installation tools.
Zero carbon emissions
Zero construction waste
Toxic free home
Lifetime durability
Codes Approval
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What Makes MHS Building Systems
Different?
MHS Prefab proposes an endless number
of advantages and possibilities for its
building system:
Remarkably strong and durable
100% recyclable and renewable
80% Local manufacturing made
Eco-friendly Aluminum frame is light and
absorbs extreme impacts resistant to
earthquake, mold, fire, flooding and other
natural disasters Wind resistance (up to
170 mph)
More efficient that any other material
Sustainable, easy maintenance, flexible,
expandable, and re-locatable
Less labor
Light weight
Fast, quick installation
Easy to assemble and re-assemble
Assembled on site

Aluminum is endlessly recyclable and
is a sustainable solution for a greener
planet.
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When applying sustainable development
as a solution for environmental issues, the
solutions need to be socially equitable,
economically viable, and environmentally
sound. Free dust and waste construction.

Standard modular components
Cost effective
Outstanding insulation
Appreciates over time
Aluminum does not burn or contribute fuel
to the spread of a fire Aluminum frame is
dimensionally stable, won’t shrink, creep,
rot, bow, creak, split or decay
High corrosion resistance

Environmental Technology
Environmental technology (abbreviated as
envirotech) or green technology
(abbreviated as greentech) or clean
technology (abbreviated as cleantech) is
the application of the environmental
science to conserve the natural
environment and resources, and to curb
the negative impacts of human
involvement. Sustainable development is
the core of environmental technologies.

Now alternative waste free plug-in hybrid
MHS Prefab Aluminum Framing /SIP
Constructions.
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Demanding lifestyle is quickly proving to
create that better way of living.
HOW HOMEOWNERS CAN BENEFIT
FROM MHS GREEN BUILDING

green home. Here are some of the
primary benefits that owners of MHS
green homes have experienced compared
with owners of conventional homes:
• Lower operating costs—Homeowners
receive less expensive utility bills because
of energy and water efficiency measures.
• Increased comfort—MHS Green
homes have relatively even temperatures
throughout the home, with fewer drafts
and better humidity control.
• Improved environmental quality—
By following these guidelines, builders pay
extra attention to construction details that
control moisture, choose materials that
contain fewer chemicals, and design air
exchange/filtration systems that can
contribute to a healthier indoor
environment.
• Enhanced structural durability and
less maintenance—MHS Green homes
incorporate building materials and
advance construction technique that strive
to increase the useful life of the individual
components and the whole house. Longer
lasting materials not only require fewer
resources for replacement but also reduce
maintenance and repair costs. MHS Green
homes have lawns and landscaping design
that require less weeding and watering,
building elements that require less
maintenance, and more durable building
components that reduce the time needed
for upkeep. It is important to note that a
builder can do only so much when it
comes to how the home will perform.
Homeowners play a big role in the house
performance and, therefore, should be
instructed on how to operate the green
home as it was intended.

The previous section highlighted the
environmental benefits of green building
practices. However, green building is
much more than just reducing a home’s
environmental footprint. Homeowners can
also realize direct benefits by owning a
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MHS Technical Specification:
1-The MHS Prefab Aluminum Post and
Beam Framing can remain exposed to the
interior and exterior of the building or
covered with any enclosure building
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systems based on the architectural
design.
2-Vapor barrier both to exterior and
interior may need only on basement walls
and floor panels based on design.
3-MHS Prefab Aluminum framing
protected through anodizing or powder
coating and could be cover with thermal
brake cap over exposed post or beam.
MHS extrusion section with its large air
apace hallow can help to transferring heat
and cold between exterior and interior.
Additionally, the thermal resistance of
aluminum frames can be significantly
improved by covering the extrusions from
interior by decorative wood strip.
MHS Aluminum post and beam framing is
not like the light stud metal building and
only cover 5 to7% of the entire building
surface area and not effecting the building
by its Conductibility like the heavily metal
used on studs metal building.
The R value of MHS building system using
Insulated panel could be increased by
adding more layers of insulated panels to
the roof and walls.
In general MHS building R value with SIP
is about 24-28 and with double pane
windows and can increase up to 30.
The thermal resistance of MHS aluminum
framing, insulated panels according to its
tightness and sealed assembly is much
higher than any other traditional
construction.
4- MHS can be combined with any other
structure with special connections details
which we can design.
5- MHS accept any roof penetrations, with
no problems, Loads actuary distribute by
joist to beam and beam to post.
6-Any electrical and mechanical system
could be designed and adapted with the
MHS post and beam framing like I- beam
steel framing.
7- Our technical, general approval in
California should be convert and mach
with other countries building codes by
help of our projects partners.

8- MHS post frame building system can
calculated as a post elements and support
by MHS/SIP or FSIP shear walls or bracers
in according to IBC
9-MHS doesn't expand with moisture
content. Aluminum is dimensionally
stable, won't shrink, creep, rot, bow,
creak, split and decay. It is waste free site
construction· 100% recyclable framing
and increase the framing value over the
time.
10-Use of MHS structural aluminum
framed SIPs panels can help conserve
scarce timber resources and help to global
warming issue, the wood used for
manufacturing OSB comes from fast
growing trees that can be planted and
harvested in just a few years.
11-Excellent insulation and fireproofing
12-Functions in a variety of climates
except extreme
13-Cooling in the summer and retains
heat in the winter
14-Wind and noise protection
15-Long-lasting (up to 50 years is a
frequently cited standard)
16-Retains water to help prevent flooding
17-Plants produce oxygen and reduce
carbon dioxide
Energy Efficiency
MHS Building system Assembly consists of
prefabricated modular extrusions
aluminum framing members connected by
the MHS connectors and in‐filled with
structural insulated panels at the jobsite.
MHS homes are considered an Eco friendly
building system and are built with green
components to maximize energy,
efficiency, saving space and utilizing
exclusive construction techniques.
MHS has received general approval for
construction from the City of Los Angeles
in accordance to the
Advanced new California,
Los Angeles and International
Building Codes (IBC).
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About Structural Insulated Panels
Benefits in the Consideration of
Structural Insulated Panels for the
California Energy Efficiency Standards
Update
In response to the CEC request, here
enclosed is the following brief to consider
the use of Structural Insulated Panels
(S.I.P.S.) to be considered as a viable
update to the California Energy Code
Update.
MHS Prefab Aluminum structure infill
on construction site with Flame Proof
Structural Insulated panels (FSIP) to
create a strong interlocking walls,
roofs and floors

Legal Description
All system development, products and materials protected
under U.S. Patent and Copyright Law. Will federally
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prosecute any infringement on our copyrights and
line
intellectual property under international Law. © Tim M.
Siahatgar, Architectural engineer is the original inventor of
MHS Building Systems, MHS Prefab Aluminum Framing
www.modularhousingsystems.com
Contact information:
Parent Company Name: MHS Building Systems
City IRVINE California
Country USA
Telephone: 877-880-5979
Website : www.modularhousingsystems.com
Email:
mhsprefab@aol.com
Mailing address:
PO Box 51478, Irvine CA 92619 USA

Manufacturing Solutions
1‐‐MHS –FSIP/ panel production line
2—MHS Prefab Aluminum Framing Fabrication
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EVALUATION SCOPE:
COMPLIANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING CODES
International Building Code® (IBC), International Code
Council.
Aluminum Design Manual, , BS
AC05, AC261, AC154, ASTM E455‐4, ASTM E72‐02
Building Code™ (UBC) Los Angeles Building Codes 2017
General Building Codes Approval – MHS Structural
Aluminum Framing (LARR 25703),

MHS Prefab Aluminum structure infill on construction
site with Flame Proof Structural Insulated panels
(FSIP) to create a strong interlocking framing, walls,
roofs and floors

MHS Building Codes Approvals
LARR: 25703
IAPMO Evaluation Reports
MHS aluminum structures are resistant to
winds and earthquakes in according to our
testing based on IBC, ADM and Los
Angeles Building Codes MHS received the
General building approval from
engineering research center, City of Los
Angeles.
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MHS BUILDING SYSTEMS
PO Box 51478, Irvine CA 92619 USA
www.modularhousingsystems.com
9497357392
mhsprefab@aol.com
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Products Distributions Network:
MHS Prefab Building Systems, structural
components are distributed across the
United States and Canada through a
nationwide network of MHS certified
Builders, Architects and Fabricators.
These independent companies have been
carefully selected and trained to help
clients create unique MHS modular prefab
buildings that meet their project’s needs.
MHS and fabricator partners provide all
Structural component, FOB, Long Beach
CA
MHS offer the following programs:
1‐ MHS” s Certified Designer, Architect,
Structural Engineer (free training).
2‐ MHS” s Certified Builder (selected
local builder nationwide), setup fee
requested for training, Technical,
Samples. Location territories (+ Royalty of
any sales). MHS components provided for
project by project.
3‐ MHS’s Fabricator License (license fee
+ royalty of sales) open marketing
nationwide,
4‐ Master MHS Manufacturing license
(license fee + royalty of sales) open
marketing + right to fabrication of MHS
structural components. (Not available in
North of America)
We invite you to join our team.
mhsprefab@aol.com
office@modularhoiusingsystems.com

Commercial Pavilion, PCH & 2nd Long Beach
California
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